Rain showers could not dampen “The Spirit of Potton”

The Scoop
Mable Hastings

The Annual Spirit of Potton Festival held in Mansonville this past weekend proved to be another great success despite the uncooperative weather. Sporadic showers were no match for participants, vendors, organizations, volunteers, performers and attendees who braved each downpour with enthusiasm and persistence; seeking shelter under a tent or umbrella when necessary.

The event held over a two day period beginning Friday, August 9 with bingo under the big tent found few empty seats and lots of winners. The bingo was followed by Karaoke with DJ Jerk. The karaoke was non-stop and the talent was amazing treat for those in attendance. From country to rock with a little pop here and there, the crowd came out to cheer, encourage and have a great time wherever you are.
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